
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of cyber manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for cyber manager

Defines program requirements that identify all elements of cost, schedule and
technical performance
Assesses the project impacts of scope, schedule and budget change requests
and takes requisite action
Leads a multi-discipline team of engineers in developing and deploying cyber
security capabilities
Provides the technical interface to the customer, and providing leadership to
the engineering team on the program
Works closely with the Program Manager to ensure programs are planned,
staffed, and executed to plan
Provides oversight for the technical, cost and schedule performance for the
development effort using EVMS
Creates system level requirements and architecture, design and certification
documents
Provides customers with technical design support to system acquisition
specification, design, proof-of-concept prototyping, development and
evaluation of management information and decision support systems
Work closely with incident responders, threat intelligence and other functions
to ensure a timely resolution to cyber security incidents impacting the
broader enterprise
Collaborates with various technology teams during cyber incidents to ensure
cyber incidents are tracked, responded to and remediated in accordance with
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Qualifications for cyber manager

Strong understanding of current regulatory environment and related
implications to identify management and security compliance assist with
scoping prospective engagements and developing proposals
Candidate must have solid knowledge of information security principles and
practices, advanced understanding of security standards
Expertise in HIPAA is and other Security Frameworks (ISO, NIST, COBIT,
HIPAA/HITECH, ) and regulatory requirements is a plus
Requires at least a B.S
Requires direct program management experience executing projects as an
integral member of a highly-skilled team developing software tools
Requires at least 8 years of project/program management experience for
federal programs


